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HOW TO GET TO THE PIEDMONT REGION
Corso Regina Margherita, 174 Turin

From Torino Porta Susa Railway & Bus Station:
GTT buses company operates a frequent tram service to reach the headquarters of the seminar. From the square in front of the Porta Susa station take tram n. 10 (direction Massari) or bus n. 72 (direction Matteotti Cap.) and get off after two stops (stop No. 372 - Rondo Forca). The venue can also be reached on foot in about 15 minutes. The cost of one way ticket is 1,50€ per person and can be purchased directly at the ticket office of the bus station, that is closed to the Torino Porta Susa Railway Station.

From Turin airport
Sadem buses company operates a bus service from Turin Airport to Porta Susa Railway station. Travel time Turin Airport to Porta Susa Railway station is about 30-40 minutes. Tickets (the cost of one way is 6,50€) can be bought at the airport at the ticket office, or on the bus (7.50€). Find [here](#) the timetable of the bus courses.